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2m Slim-Jim Aerial using Ladder-Line

The “Slim-Jim” is a bit of a classic – building

one is almost certainly a rite of passage and

you’ll be glad that you did: It’s easy to make,

fairly easy to tune and rolls-up for

transportation.

It wasn’t until I started operating /P that I

found a requirement for a decent 2m aerial

over-and-above the rubber-duck on the

handheld.  It also had to be light and easily

transportable.

Even if you don’t have much interest in 2m

when operating /P, it could be very useful to

have this in your bag should you need to make

a call for help or suddenly be in demand by

some SOTA-chasers.  It’s also an handy item to

have for emergency responders (RAYNET)

where a quick VHF station with good take-off

is required – no trailer-mast or vehicle

required: Just a fishing-pole and something to secure it to.
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The Slim-Jim is a great performer and when made from a length of spare 450-ohm

ladder-line – not only a cheap project but something that offers great bang-for-buck in

terms of what it does.  Plus, of course, the satisfaction of having built it yourself.

There are many examples to be found online of how to build this type of aerial along

with some useful calculator forms which can be used to determine the basic

dimensions.  Do not worry if you haven’t got an antenna analyzer as the aerial can be

tuned on a basic SWR meter.  It’s quite a wide/flat aerial so offers great match across

several MHz making it an ideal “novice” project.

Scaling them for other bands is quite straightforward – In this example, I’m making it

for the 144-146MHz (UK allocation) 2m band but you will find that it exhibits a

reasonable SWR on 70cm, too.

Building It

The most common way to make this aerial is to use a length (155cm) of 300-ohm

slotted feeder or 450-ohm ladder-line.  Other (and more robust) versions can be built

using aluminium or brass rod – perhaps as an outdoor solution.  Once you have joined

the ends, the overall length is around 150cm.  When building it from balanced-line, it

becomes a lightweight and easily deployed aerial that can be rolled-up when not in

use – even taken on holiday and hung from a curtain pole in your hotel room.

300vs450-ohm: Personally, I think that using 450-ohm ladder-line offers the best

performance and ease of tuning.  I’ve seen a couple made from 300-ohm feeder that

didn’t match well (the smaller gap would make this better for a 70cm version), so I

would advise using the 450-ohm stuff.  I’ve yet to see an SWR plot of a 70cm version

so I’m not sure how well it would cope with the wider bandwidth required and varying

repeater inputs up/down the band.
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VIDEO: Here’s an excellent “how-to” video from

KB9RLW “The Old Tech Guy” describing his build.

KIT: You can purchase a kit of parts from Ham

Goodies

Tuning It

The position of the feed-point (around 10cm

from the bottom) needs to be set for best SWR – I

had to move mine down by around 15mm (to

98mm from bottom) in order to get a perfect

match around 145.200MHz.  Using the dimensions shown on my diagram, it was

resonant around 150MHz.  A quick re-solder and a test with the MFJ antenna

analyzer soon brought things under control.

You may find that the best position for the feed-point is actually on the covered part of the

ladder-line (which mine was) rather than the “gap” part.

Once you’re happy with its performance, you may wish to cover the solder points with

some heat-shrink tubing.  This will protect the connections as well as make the whole

thing look nicer.  I added 30cm of RG58 with an inline SO239 connector plus a snap-

on ferrite.  The whole thing rolls-up to the diameter of a CD using a velcro cable-tie.

Below: Placed at 15ft up my telescopic fishing-pole with 15ft of RG58 coax, these are

my MFJ readings showing over 3MHz of 1.2:1 SWR swing plus the “sweet-spot” of

around 145.2MHz.
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If you are only able to use your radio’s built-in SWR meter, you’ll be pleased to know

that the Slim-Jim is quite a wide-band aerial so doesn’t have to be tuned perfectly, but

aim for around 145.200 ish which will ensure you get good results in the FM section of

the 2m band.  Anything under 1.5:1 will be acceptable – you’ll easily achieve this

across the whole 2MHz allocation.  It seems to present a reasonable match on 70cm,

too.

Understanding It

The Slim-Jim was the brainchild of Fred Judd

G2BCX who named it due to the J Integrated

Matching and the fact that it’s, ahem, Slim.  Us

Hams do like to give interesting names to our

contraptions.  The Slim Jim is vertically

polarized, omni-directional and offers

increased performance over the humble 1/4-

wave with a take-off angle of around 10

degrees.

Using It

The Slim-Jim makes a great temporary aerial

for use in a hotel room, perhaps hanging from

a curtail rail.  It also works great as a /P aerial when placed up a non-conductive pole

(like a telescopic fishing pole).  The Slim-Jim is velcro-tied to the pole at around 2/3 up
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and used with my FT-60 handheld for local QSOs on 2m/70cm.

Keep it away from metal objects – the tuning will go a bit wonky if there’s any

substantial metal nearby.  Also, it won’t like you holding it – so try to mount it

somewhere sensible when tuning/using it.  You may wish to add a snap-on ferrite at the

base of the aerial to act as an RF choke.
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